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Entrusting Our Dearest Things

SAFETY HEALTH FAITH HEART MONEY

Livelihood
Legacy
Security
Quality of Life



Character Competence

Intent Integrity Capability Results

Caring

Transparency

Openness

Honesty

Fairness

Authenticity

Skills Reputation

Knowledge

Experience

Credibility

Performance

Source: Stephen Covey, Leadership Matters UK

Establishing Trust with a Financial Advisor



Investing Principles



Inappropriate Risk
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When is an investment portfolio considered diversified?

80 Equity
20 Fixed Income

60 Equity
40 Fixed Income

40 Equity
60 Fixed Income

20 Equity
80 Fixed Income

= NOT SUFFICIENT

= Balanced Diet?++

Vegetable MeatFruit

Vitamin A = 0%
Vitamin D = 0%

High Protein
High Magnesium

High Iron
High Vitamin B-6

Vitamin A = 0%
Vitamin D = 0%
High Vitamin C
High Vitamin K

High Manganese
High Iron

High Vitamin B-6

Vitamin A = 1%
Vitamin D = 1%

High Iron
High Vitamin B-6

High Vitamin B-12

For Example:

Poor Investment Diversification



NUTRIENTS

Carbohydrates

Protein

Fat

Vitamins

Minerals

Water

INVESTMENT EXPOSURES

Asset Category

Sector

Business

Credit

Interest Rate

Policy

A Diversified PortfolioA Balanced Diet

Finding a Balance



Asset 1 Asset 2 HALF IN EACH



Correlation Tables



Source: ForbesBooks

Reduce Volatility



Excessive exposure to an unperforming asset or sector
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Large cash holding ~14%
Above average fees ~1.06%
- Charged over 1% on cash for management 
fees but generating only 0.30% interest

Low interest on cash ~0.30%
- Should get ~2% - ~$3100 surrendered / year

Excessive cash holdings



1.24% 
Portfolio Expense Ratio

Unnecessarily High Investment Expenses 



Fund XYZ

Expense Ratio: 1.25%PERFORMANCE: 10.00%

Mutual Fund / ETF Performance: 8.75%

Internal Fund Fees (Expense Ratio)



~1.35% management fee

Source: AdvisoryHQ

Unusually High Advisor Fees



Determining Risk Tolerance



Risk
Tolerance

Ability to take Risk = External Factors

= Internal Factors (Psychological)

Determining Risk Tolerance



Legal and
Regulatory 

Factors

Investment
Constraints

Ability to Take Risk



Liquidity Needs
Ability to convert investments quickly to cash at a price close to market value

Liquid Illiquid

Cash

Money Mkt

CDs

Stocks

ETFs

FX / Comm

UST Bills

Corporate Bonds

Structured Notes

REIT

Alt Investments

Annuities

Property

Limited Partnerships

CollectiblesDerivatives

[Transaction Speed] [Price Transparency]



Time Horizon
Time between making an investment and needing the funds

1-3 years Short horizon

3-10 years Medium horizon

10+ years Long horizon

Common Factors
Age

(Major Life Events)
Retirement

Home Purchase
Career Change

Wedding
College Expenses



Tax Considerations
Tax rules may impact the way assets are handled and invested

A few common examples:

Stepped-up Basis Qualified assets have original cost basis stepped up to market value at date of death

Taxation of Income Dividend / interest income taxed at marginal tax rate

Taxation of Gains Long-term vs short-term gains, tax loss harvesting

Retirement Accounts Traditional vs Roth IRA, 401(k), required minimum distributions

Trust Accounts 1st vs 3rd party, interest vs principal distributions

Wealth Transfer Transfer of estate or inheritance



Legal and Regulatory Factors
Normally minimal for individuals, more applicable for trust / fiduciary investing

UPIA Requirements (California Probate Code)

16047.(c)(1) Consider general economic conditions

16047.(a) Duty to monitor

16047.(c)(4) Role of investments in context of overall trust and other resources

16047.(c)(7) Needs for liquidity, preservation vs appreciation of capital

16048. Duty to diversify the investments of the trust

16047.(c)(2) Consider effect of inflation or deflation

16002.(a) Assets managed in sole interest of the beneficiaries

16050. Only incur costs appropriate and reasonable in relation to the assets

16047.(c)(3) Tax consequences of investment decisions or strategies



Subjective Matter
- Based on psychological factors
- No precise measurement
- Willingness to take risk can and certainly will change over time

Possible factors:
- Investment experience
- Source of wealth
- Inclination towards taking on debt
- Personal financial goals

Willingness to Take Risk



Ability to Take Risk
Younger with longer time horizon to recover from losses

Low human capital – low potential to earn money in the future

Need to begin drawing from investment account soon

Receiving annuities until the end of life

Annuities have no COLA

Has no dependents

No assets available outside of investment account

Planning on significant charitable contributions

Debt free

Increase

Decrease

Decrease

Increase

Decrease

Decrease

Increase

Increase

Increase

Risk Tolerance Exercise



Willingness to Take Risk
Wants portfolio of cash and short-term bonds

Suffered significant investment losses in the past

Possesses deep understanding of financial markets

Expressed desire to put money in cryptocurrencies

Keen to retire early

Already knows they have enough to cover their needs

Founded and manages his/her own business

Decrease

Decrease

Increase

Increase

Decrease

Decrease

Risk Tolerance Exercise



Do ability and willingness
to take risk always align?



Risk Profile Example:

William R. Wonka is 73 years old and founded his confectionary 
company 35 years ago and owns 100% of the shares of the business. 
The company is highly profitable and owns all of its real estate 
holdings free of debt. Mr. Wonka has never married and has no 
children and eventually intends to donate his wealth to the Make-A-
Wish foundation. 

All of Mr. Wonka’s wealth has been generated through his involvement 
with his business. He has never invested in the financial markets but 
has recently been diagnosed with diabetes and would like to retire in 
three years and spend more time traveling and reconnecting with 
relatives. His objective for investing is to protect against future 
inflation. Ability Willingness



Risk Profile Example:

Gordon L. Gekko is 68 years old and was a legend on Wall Street in 
the 1980s, earning large sums of money through his dealings in 
LBOs and corporate takeovers. Unfortunately for Mr. Gekko, he 
invested most of his money in Las Vegas real estate just before the 
Financial Crisis and was forced to surrender most of his buildings to 
foreclosures. 

Mr. Gekko still holds two properties that generate substantial rental 
income, but the majority of the money is spent on spousal support 
for his three ex-wives and the remainder barely covers his basic 
living expenses. At this point, retirement is not an option but he 
would like to invest his little savings more aggressively in order to 
retire within the next five years.

Ability Willingness



Asset Allocation



Safe Risky

FDIC-Insured 
Money

Savings 
Bonds

Marketable
Debt (Bonds) Equities Commodities 

& Currencies Derivatives

Major Asset Classes

Checking
Deposits

Savings
Deposits

Money Market
Deposits

Certificates of Deposit

US Treasury Bills

I Savings Bonds

Series EE Bonds

Corporate Bonds

Municipal Bonds

State / Federal Bonds

Individual Stocks

Mutual Funds

ETFs

Precious Metals

Oil

Foreign Currencies

Futures / Forwards

Options

Swaps



Major Asset Classes

Rough Rule of Thumb
Traditional: 100 – Age = Equities Allocation
120 – Age (longer life expectancy)

Expected Return
Assumptions: Equities 9% / Bonds 4%
100% Equities 0% Bonds 9%

80% Equities 20% Bonds 8%

60% Equities 40% Bonds 7%

40% Equities 60% Bonds 6%

20% Equities 80% Bonds 5%

0% Equities 100% Bonds 4%

Ri
sk

in
es

s



Sectors / Industries Value vs Growth

Small-Cap > $2 bn Young companies with significant 
growth potential but high risk of failure

Mid-Cap $2bn - $10bn Riskier than large cap stocks but tend 
to offer more growth potential

Large-Cap > $10bn Large companies with significant 
presence in their industries

Value
Growth

0 5 10 15 20 25

Consumer Staples

Utilities

Health Care

S&P 500

Communication

Consumer Discretionary

Technology

Financials

Commodities

Energy

Sector Volatility – 2010s



Global – Major Regions

North America – USA, Canada, Mexico

LATAM – Latin America and the Caribbean

EMEA – Europe, Middle East, Africa

APAC – Asia Pacific and Japan



Source: MSCI



Constructing the Portfolio
1. Gauge your risk tolerance

• Ability to take risk
• Willingness to take risk

2. Determine your asset allocation
• Based on risk tolerance and required return

3. Decide equity composition
• Growth vs Value (Sectors)
• Large / Mid / Small Cap
• Developed Markets vs Emerging Markets

4. Decide fixed income composition
• Investment grade vs High yield
• Level of interest rate risk exposure

5. Ensure portfolio is sufficiently diversified



Managing Your Emotions



Our Worst Impulses

Greedy

Fearful

Arrogant

Stubborn

The Impulsive Investor



Greed
D&C 56:17 – Wo unto your poor men, whose hearts are not broken, whose spirits are not contrite, and 
whose bellies are not satisfied… whose eyes are full of greediness…

• Dutch: Highest income per capita in 
the world

• Price of one bulb reached 6x average 
person’s annual salary

• Rarest bulbs fetched ~$750,000 in 
today’s dollars (most bulbs traded 
between $50k - $100k)

• Many of the bulbs were purchased 
using margined derivative contracts 
(credit) and when prices declined 
most loans defaulted.



Newton invests a bit

Newton exits happy

Newton’s friends get rich

Newton re-enters with a lot

Newton exits broke

Greed



Dot Com Bubble



Housing Bubble



Fear
Of
______
_______ 
Missing

Greed

Greed =

Out





“The ethos of not fooling yourself is one of the best you 
could possibly have. It’s powerful because it’s so rare.”
~ Charlie Munger



Fear

“Be fearful when 
others are greedy. 
Be greedy when 
others are fearful.”
~ Warren Buffett



Greed and Fear



Judo

First Skill Taught in Judo (Ukemi):

How to Fall (Damage Control)

“Falling in judo teaches us to get to 
acceptance quickly. We must not deny that 
we were thrown, dwell on it, feel angry or 
depressed about it, or try to justify it. We 
must accept it as a lesson and move on 
before we are pinned where we lie.
Sure we try to avoid the setback, and we 
understand the potential danger of a fall, 
but we learn to accept it in a way that does 
not paralyze us. In fact it frees us to take 
risks and show more courage and 
commitment in our actions. It allows us to 
remain in control of our future and not give 
in to unfortunate circumstances.”
(Source: JudoInfo)



Practical Tools
Stop-Loss Orders:
- Market sell order triggered if price falls below a certain level

- Objective: Limit Losses
- How it works: 
(Investopedia): For example, let's say a trader owns 1,000 shares of ABC 
stock. He purchased the stock at $30 per share, and it has risen to $45 on 
rumors of a potential buyout. He wants to lock in a gain of at least $10 per 
share, so he places a sell-stop order at $41. If the stock drops back below 
this price, then the order will become a market order and get filled at the 
current market price, which may be more (or more likely less) than the stop-
loss price of $41. In this case, he might get $41 for 500 shares and $40.50 
for the rest. But he will get to keep most of his gain.



Practical Tools
Stop-Limit Orders:
- Two specified prices: 1) price at which sell order is triggered and 2) sell price 

limit
- Objective: Limit Losses
- How it works: 
(Investopedia): For example, let's assume ABC stock never drops to the 
stop-loss price, but it continues to rise and eventually reaches $50 per 
share. The trader cancels his stop-loss order at $41 and puts in a stop-limit 
order at $47 with a limit of $45. If the stock price falls below $47, then the 
order becomes a live sell-limit order. If the stock price falls below $45 before 
the order is filled, then the order will remain unfilled until the price climbs 
back to $45.



Practical Tools

Diversification:
- Invest into non-correlated 

assets so performance will 
offset one another with 
movements in the market.

- Objective: Reduce Volatility

Source: ForbesBooks



Practical Tools
Dollar-Cost Averaging:
- Split total investment into fixed 

equal dollar amounts. When 
the market falls, investor buys 
more shares and when the 
market rises, the investor buys 
less shares.

- Objective: Reduce Volatility
Source: Investopedia



Arrogance



2 Corinthians 10:12-13 – They measuring themselves by themselves, and comparing themselves 
among themselves, are not wise. But we will not boast of things without our measure, but 
according to the rule which God hath distributed to us. 

Romans 12:3 – For I say... to every man that is among you, not to think of himself more highly 
than he ought to think.

Arrogance (Overconfidence)

1)Overestimate our knowledge
2)Underestimate our risks
Hold poorly diversified portfolios
Trade excessively
Experience lower returns 



Not by the World’s Standards
“The worldly success stories I have seen result from a 
blend of factors: yes, the choices you make and control 
but also the mental equipment you were born with, 
more than a fair measure of serendipity, and, where He 
does choose to intervene, the will of our loving Father. I 
am not convinced that it’s all up to you. Nor do I believe 
that if you live righteously, your stocks will rise in value, 
you’ll get a promotion, you’ll win an election, or you’ll 
get your research published… There’s an element of 
unpredictability, of uncertainty, of lottery, if you will, in 
the world that has been created for us. If you judge your 
life’s success by the world’s standards, you may be elated 
or you may be gravely disappointed.

~ Mitt Romney



Practical Tools
Post-Investment Analysis:
- Review both successful and unsuccessful investments

- Objective: Stay Objective
- How it works: 
(CFA Institute): To stay objective, it is a good idea to perform post-investment analysis 
on both successful and unsuccessful investments. When did you make money? When 
did you lose money? Mentally separate your good money-making decisions from your 
bad ones. Then, review the beneficial decisions and try to discern what, exactly, you 
did correctly. When reviewing unprofitable decisions, look for patterns or common 
mistakes that perhaps you were unaware you were making. Note any such tendencies 
that you discover, and try to remain mindful of them by brainstorming a rule or 
reminder such as: “I will do X in the future” or “I will not do Y in the future.” Being 
conscious of these rules will help overcome any bad habits you may have acquired, 
and it can also reinforce your reliance on strategies that have served you well.



Stubborness



Stubbornness
Belief Perseverance Bias:
- Cognitive dissonance – mental discomfort 

occurring when new information conflicts with 
previously held beliefs.

- Ignore new relevant information
- Only look for and notice information that 

confirms existing beliefs
- Illusion of control – believe you have the ability 

to control or influence an outcome, when, in 
fact, you cannot.

“We are going to take this to the end of the earth.”

Obstinacy is a fault of temperament. Stubbornness and 
intolerance of contradiction result from a special kind of 
egotism, which elevates above everything else the pleasure 
of its autonomous intellect, to which others must bow. 

~ Carl von Clausewitz



Temperate

Patient

Humble

Teachable
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